CodePro by Onity is a revolutionary new PIN code-based electronic locking system, specially developed to meet the unique needs of the vacation ownership and property management sectors of the hospitality industry.

CodePro combines Onity’s proven, reliable electronic locking technology with a unique two-piece modular design and an ADA-compliant keypad to grant access to designated users. The lock mechanism is operated with a 7-digit software-generated PIN code, or you can enter your own personalized code. This code carries specific user-generated access data, including start and end access dates and times for each designated user, as well as specific attributes such as normal or ADA user, guest, staff, etc.

The CodePro system allows property managers and/or owners to instantly and remotely provide clients with access to specific properties for specific periods of time, without the need for a key or keycard. It eliminates the need to visit a front desk or rental office, providing increased convenience and privacy for the guest.

Because the code is software generated, it can be easily sent to users through remote media, such as text messaging or email. Others requiring access to a property, such as housekeeping and maintenance staff can also be given individual remote access codes with separate time restraints, making it easy to manage and track all access to individual units.

CodePro is an all-encompassing property system, combining PIN code access software with a unique two-piece modular electronic lock for guest doors or wall unit modules for common area doors. CodePro is an enterprise software, backed by more than 10 years of experience by Onity. The software is designed to be hosted either by the property or by Onity, depending on individual client needs.

### CodePro System Benefits

**Property Management Operations:**
- No lost or stolen keys or keycards
- Simplifies or even eliminates front desk requirements
- No cylinder re-keying required
- Fully automated reservations and code dispatch possible
- Full control over property access

**Guest Convenience:**
- Go directly to property, without the need to check in
- No keys or keycards to return or carry

**Security:**
- Fully audited staff & guest access to doors
- Full audit of systems operator activity
- Protection against code manipulation

**Property Owner:**
- Possible reduced insurance premiums
- Reduced risk of theft and vandalism
- Higher level of technology without high costs

---

### CodePro Lock Features

**Guest Door Lock**
- Modular 2 piece design
- 6 unique guest users
- 1000 staff users
- 1000 audit events
- Robust all weather design
- Mechanical key override
- 3x AA batteries (last 2-3 years)

**Common Door Wall Unit**
- Used for aluminum stile doors, parking gates, non-traditional doors
- 4000 users
- Capable of handling multiple sites
- 5000 audit events
- Robust all weather design
- Visual & Audible feedback

---

Now you have the key to more efficient property management.